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Pune is the city for ambitious people. Pune is not only known as an educational hub but also an
employment generator. Number of job opportunities is available in Pune in different fields. The job
opportunities range from very simple unskilled jobs to skilled jobs. In Pune School or high school
pass out can get any sort of field jobs, with less opportunity for growth. One who is less qualified
should be a real hard worker to seek jobs and secure it for long in Pune. Graduates and degree
holder have better job opportunities in Pune compared to the previous category. Commerce
graduate can get jobs in areas like accounting, clerical, administrative, and so on whereas for
science graduate the opportunities are much wider. For instance B.Sc., B.Cs. and B-Pharmacy
graduates can get jobs in pharmaceutical companies whereas B.E. and medical stream graduates
can grab job opportunities in automotive, IT, Construction and building sectors, and public or private
hospitals, clinics, etc. There are many other specialized courses like animation, graphics, Computer
based language courses like CDAC, architecture and so on. All such streams have job opportunities
in its related sectors. Pune has job opportunities for all people having right experience, qualification,
skills, and knowledge in different sectors maybe IT sector, automotive, real estate, pharmaceutical,
retail, entertainment and so on. There are some jobs which need rare or specialized qualifications
but most of us might not be aware of it. Job opportunities are different for different education
backgrounds.

Many people who are doing jobs in Pune travel through and fro every day either in the same city or
the nearby cities. They do up down for jobs daily. The booming jobs in Pune are in IT sectors and IT
enabled sectors like KPO and BPO. You can make lot of money in this sector but you need to do
rigorous work. The expanding infrastructure development in Pune has increased the job
opportunities in real estate. Pune being an education hub there are several jobs in publishing house
for writers, designers, and editors in magazines and books.

Leading companies like Infosys, Cognizant, Mahindra and Mahindra and Wipro have set their
branches in Pune which needs technocrats and skilled population. There are attractive jobs in Pune
for everyone but if you want jobs in best companies you need to have good brains. Freshers should
lower their expectation in their initial career stages. Once they get experience they can get much
better job opportunities in terms of duties, responsibilities, package and position.  For climbing the
ladder of success you should start small and learn more from that experience. Many times when the
question comes to job we have lots expectations from the companies in same way they too have
expectations from the candidates. We feel work should be less and pay should be more and
companies feel employees should work more in less pay. For more details visit
http://www.jobscareer.biz
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